taking care of all your visa and travel needs

Welcome to Real Russia
The dedicated visa and travel experts

Real Russia is a specialist travel and visa agency with dedicated
experts passionate about making the region accessible and helping
people to explore, discover and experience the best of Russia.
Established in 2003, Real Russia is the perfect partner for your
Russian adventure – as winner of The World Travel Awards’
‘Russia’s Leading Travel Agency’ in recognition of our knowledge
and expertise in the area, we open up this fascinating country to
the adventurous traveller.
The Real Russia team of experts have
considerable knowledge and experience to
provide the right advice and support when
travelling to Russia and its neighbouring
countries, whether you need help with
The world famous Hermitage Museum,
St Petersburg

booking train tickets and accommodation,
or are looking for a fully escorted tour.

“Everything was perfect, the guides,
the hotels, the tours and trains.
The trip was beyond our expectations.
Thank you!”
Cinthia and Craig

Moscow’s iconic
Red Square

A unique range of services
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Explore • Discover • Experience
The best this region has to offer

Russia has something for everyone – spanning three continents
across several time zones, it has 98,000 kilometres (61,000 miles) of
borders with 14 neighbours, including Norway, Finland and the Baltic
states in the west, Georgia and Azerbaijan in the south, and China
and Mongolia in the east. Russia’s coastline stretches to the Arctic,
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans and has the Baltic, Caspian and Black
Seas washing over its shores.
Well-known for its history, science, culture and the arts, Russia
also offers limitless beautiful scenery – the Altai, Ural and Caucasus
Mountains, lakes, rivers and forests, through to the wild expanse of
the Siberian Steppes.

Rail – a great way to travel

Dedicated travel and visa
experts
Real Russia is a leading tour operator
on the epic Trans-Siberian rail routes,
with a team of dedicated experts
offering a comprehensive range of
travel services:

The beautiful Altai Mountains in summer

• helping with your itinerary
• booking complex train journeys
across several countries
• supplying train tickets for individual
journeys
• delivering classic rail tours
throughout the region
• providing selected accommodation
• organising city breaks and excursions
that are different and unique
• planning local transfers and guides
• assisting with visa applications.

Fairytale scenery at Novgorod in winter

Visit www.realrussia.co.uk, or call +44 (0) 207 100 7370
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Visa Services

Taking the stress out of your visa applications

If you are travelling to Russia and beyond or booking one of our
Trans-Siberian rail tours, you will need a Russian visa and may need
visas for other countries you are visiting. There are a range of visas
available, depending on your length of stay and the purpose of your
visit. Real Russia’s visa team are experts at providing the support and
documentation you need to help with your application.
Our easy to use visa application facility allows UK residents to apply
online and track progress at any time.

“I would like to thank
you for providing such
an efficient, prompt and
helpful service. It really is
refreshing to receive that
‘personal touch’ these
days. I’m so pleased that
I found your website.”
Lubanga R

Easy online visa applications
Friendly visa staff at
our pop-up desk for the
PGA Moscow Open 2013

Our visa specialists process thousands
of visas every year for UK residents
travelling to Russia, Mongolia, China,
Belarus, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan,
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Vietnam.
With approved visa agents worldwide,
we are also able to provide visas for
people resident in many countries.
For the few locations in which we
don’t have approved agents, we
work with you to provide visa support
documentation and guidance to ease
the application process.

A unique range of services

Visa specialists
Our expert team are available to
answer any questions you may have

+44 (0) 207 100 7370
Visa support documents
If you are handling your own visa
application, Real Russia can provide you
with the invitation letter and support
documents you need.

Register your visa
Your Russian visa must be registered
within seven working days of your
arrival. Our team in Moscow is on hand
to assist with this process.
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Train Tickets

“I would like to congratulate
all at Real Russia for your
efficiency and professionalism.”

Scheduling your journey is easy

Kuan K Yuet

For many Russians, trains are the only practical and cost effective
way to travel across this vast country, and gives a unique view of the
magnificence of Russia. So sit back and enjoy the journey, whether
travelling between Europe and Asia, or from the Pacific Ocean to
Tickets checked prior to departure

the Baltic Sea – the options are endless.

Planning and booking online

The Journey Planner allows you to book
single, return or multi-leg trips.
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Real Russia’s online system, approved
by Russian Railways (RZD), helps
you plan your route and purchase
domestic and international tickets for
any location within Russia and for
neighbouring countries such as Finland,
Poland, Germany, the Baltics, Belarus,
Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan,
Mongolia, China and Turkey.

Vorkuta

Shanghai

Hong Kong

Classes and cabins
Generally there are three ticket classes –
our website highlights the differences
between first, second and third class.

Secure payment options
Payments can be made online, by
phone, fax, bank transfer or cheque.
We will then book your tickets and
arrange for collection or delivery.

Plan your train journey online

Circum-Baikal rail road, Lake Baikal

Visit www.realrussia.co.uk, or call +44 (0) 207 100 7370
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The Trans- Siberian Railway
One of the world’s most iconic train journeys

Welcome to the Trans-Siberian, the world’s longest single rail track.
With a choice of three epic routes and nine unique itineraries,
experience the romance of our Trans-Siberian rail tours, travelling
from one continent to another through ever-changing scenery.
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Gain a new perspective

East to West or West to East –
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in either direction
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Three epic TRANS-SIBERIAN Rail routes

Trans-Russian
Travelling through
Russia only

Trans-Manchurian
Travelling through
Russia and China

Trans-Mongolian

Travelling through
Russia, Mongolia and China

Real Russia offers Nine unique rail tours
The nine unique rail tours vary from
the Trans-Siberian Express lasting 10
days to the all-encompassing Real
Eurasian 19 day tour. Most tours cover

Train travel – a room with a view

visits to Moscow, Irkutsk, Lake Baikal,
Yekaterinburg and end in Beijing or
Vladivostok, with the opportunity to
pass through Mongolia and visit UlanBator. Tours run in both directions from
east to west or west to east.
As the number one provider of TransSiberian train tickets, Real Russia has
developed a variety of tours to cover
all needs, from budget to luxury
level with its Explore, Discover and
Experience ranges.

A unique range of services

Siberian winter wonderland
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C ity Breaks

Classic destinations with a wealth of history

“We have had a lovely time in
Moscow. The tour guide, Alexi
was great. Thank you.”
Dana

Real Russia offers a range of destinations as individual city breaks, or
extensions to one of our rail tours, such as a few days in Beijing or

The magnificent Mamayev Kurgan,
Volgograd

Vladivostok. Visit Moscow and St Petersburg, consider the historic
city of Volgograd or venture into one of the neighbouring countries,
such as Estonia, Latvia and Belarus, for a fascinating city break.

Design the perfect holiday

Moscow-St Petersburg tour

Our services ensure a stress-free and
enjoyable experience, whether you
are enhancing one of our rail tours
or travelling independently. You have
exceptional versatility to customise your
trip – upgrade your accommodation,
include an extra excursion, add a guide
– the choice is yours.

With a choice of high speed modernity
on the Sapsan train, or the traditional
overnight sleeper, you can spend as
many days as you wish exploring the
cities at either end of the trip.

Proud Heritage
Volgograd
Trace the history of the former
Stalingrad on the banks of the
Volga, famous as one of the
pivotal battlegrounds of the
Second World War, and marvel
at one of the world’s largest
freestanding statues which
towers above the city.

If you are simply looking for
accommodation throughout
the region, our easy to use
online booking system
has over 500 hotels and
numerous apartments
offered at competitive rates.

The awe-inspiring
St Basil’s Cathedral,
Moscow

Culture Capital
The splendour of Peterhof Palace,		
St Petersburg

RUSSIAN SPLENDOUR
Moscow
Soak up the atmosphere and culture
of Russia’s capital city, visiting
well-known locations including Red
Square, the Kremlin, the Moscow
State University, the Bolshoi Theatre,
the Triumphal Arch and St Basil’s
Cathedral. Discover the Moscow
Underground and enjoy beautiful
views of the city from a water-bus
along the river.

St Petersburg
Uncover the treasures of the
‘Venice of the North’, built on the
shores of the Baltic Sea. Discover
the city’s national icons: the
Hermitage Museum, the Peter and
Paul Fortress, the golden St Isaac’s
Cathedral and the beautiful
Church of Our Saviour on the
Spilled Blood, or take a boat trip
through the many canals.

Sapsan train Moscow to St Petersburg

Visit www.realrussia.co.uk, or call +44 (0) 207 100 7370
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Train tickets • Accommodation • Transfers • C ity breaks
Visas • Trans-Siberian rail tours • Excursions & guides
+44 (0) 207 100 7370

travel@realrussia.co.uk

www.realrussia.co.uk

Real Russia Limited, Unit 5 The Ivories, Northampton Street, Islington, London N1 2HY

London • Moscow • Volgograd
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